DRI 718, 7 Arlington Ave Demolition
Lisa Kim <lk.magic5@gmail.com>
Thu 6/23/2022 2:41 PM
To: Alex Elvin <elvin@mvcommission.org>; Lucy Morrison <morrison@mvcommission.org>;
Cc:Eunu Chun <eunuchun@gmail.com>;

Dear Marthas Vineyard Commission,
We are friendly with and enjoy being neighbors of the Sands. As we’ve mentioned we are in communication by phone and in person conversation with
the Sands and have made efforts to listen to and address their issues - please the West side elevation. We are doing our best to address their concerns
while we make our plans, however, it's been challenging because we receive mixed messaging from the different generations of Sands. We want to make
a statement about use and privacy and address the issues raised in their letters.
Thank you for your time,
Lisa Kim & Eunu Chun

Use and Privacy:
Our current plans are designed with our 3 children (and their children) and my husbands parents (when the time is right) in mind. In addition, our primary
residence is an apartment so 7 Arlington serves as our "real home” and is for our use only. The Sands’ main building at 11 Arlington is a full summer
weekly rental that "sleeps 16". 11 Arlington’s main house is built tucked into the corner abutting our property and the Meleney’s. 11 Arlington’s raised
deck and main outdoor seating area is built several feet away from our shared property line and fence, we made no attempt to get closer to the property
line in any of our plans.
11 Arlington’s second winterized structure (in construction) facing Mill Road, on the east side of their house, may increase the weekly rental from "sleeps
16" to “sleeps 16+”. We have no objection to the Sands renting or building a second home on their property. Our current plans are designed with privacy
in mind. We feel it should be noted that their second home is also two/three story raised house that is visible and seen from their main house (see photos
below).

View
Regarding the view, the photos the Sands submitted speak for themselves. There is no view in the photos (taken with no foliage). In the second photo
taken with no foliage, you see the Elliot’s house across East Chop Drive. The Elliot house was once a ranch home and is now a beautiful two story home.
Our proposed plan is the same distance from the property line as our current existing home (in both the original and current plan), which means we are
not building any closer to our shared fence.
Here are the photos the Sands submitted that do not show any water view.

This photo below shows the proximity of their main outdoor seating area, a raised porch (see the white railing), to our shared property line - the fence.

This is a photo of our current driveway and shared property line. Our plans are no closer to the property line. You can see they also have many trees for
screening - which we like.

Here is the current proposed West Elevation that shows we removed the second floor on the South side which was their main concern. The increase
would only be a first floor that is 9 feet further than our current porch footprint. As mentioned this side of our house faces their side of house and is the
same distance to the property line as our current structure.

Fireplace:
Regarding the historical fireplace mentioned by the Sands, when we purchased the home in 2011 the fireplace had a wood-burning stove insert (see
below) that we replaced during restorations.

This is how it looks today - it is still a wood stove. Today the brick is pulling away from the wooden frame and you can see outside through the crack
along the right side above the bookcases.

